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ABSTRACT

Kim, Sehyeon
M.S.O.E.
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
December 2021
Metasurfaces for Nano-Illumination in Lidar and Lighting Applications
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Hossein Alisafaee

The development of a non-scanning laser-based imaging lidar system based on a diffractive
optical element with potential applications in advanced driver assistance systems, autonomous
vehicles, drone navigation, and mobile devices is reported. The proposed lidar utilizes image
processing with homography. The emphasis in the design approach has been on compactness and
cost of the final system for it to be deployable both as standalone or complementary to existing lidar
sensors, enabling fusion sensing in the applications. This work describes the basic elements of the
proposed lidar system. It presents the potential ranging mechanisms, along with their experimental
results demonstrating the performance of our prototype in real-time. Also, the nano-illumination
using metasurface is investigated to improve resolution and enable customized diffraction patterns
for various applications. The phase masks of two target patterns of i) Gradient grid pattern for lidar
application, and ii) Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) low beam pattern for lighting were
calculated by iterative Fourier transform algorithm with MATLAB. In order to decide the metacell
structure shape of the metasurface based on the calculated phase maps, the metacell simulations
were progressed. The metacell simulations with a thickness of 100, 200, and 600 nm and the

shape of a pillar, hole, ring, and core-shell with PMMA, TiO2 , and both were conducted to find
the phase modulation. Subsequently, the optimal conditions of e-beam lithography to fabricate
the metacell structure with a high aspect ratio were found by sample pattern fabrication in various
conditions and its result analysis. Herein, each step for the realization of the metasurface design is
described, and this work suggests the feasibility of the new potential area of nano-illumination in
the metasurface field.
Keywords: Metasurface, Metamaterial, Nanoantenna, Illumination, Lighting, Lidar
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Background

Light detection and ranging (Lidar) is an optical sensing technique for ranging that has been
attracting much attention recently due to the emerging industry area such as automatic driving and
sensing. [1] Typically, lidar uses bounced light to measure the distance of the objects with time-offlight (TOF) and frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) methods. TOF is the calculation
of the distance of the objects with the round trip time of the photon. [2] FMCW method can
measure the distance indirectly with the Doppler effect. [3, 4] The Doppler effect is the frequency
shift between the source of the wave and receiver. It is usually utilized for ranging and velocity
measurement, such as radar. [5] Lidar can provide the capacity of simultaneous measurement of
structural characteristics for 3D information with high precision, [6–8] which is why the lidar
sensor has been developing in various fields for applications. Applications using lidar can cover
forestry [6, 8–12], agriculture [7, 13–15], construction [16–18], snow depth measurement [19, 20],
and coral reef remote-sensing [21].

1.2.

Lidars for Automotive Applications

Among the lidar applications, the active areas of research and development are automotive applications. There are representative companies lidars and their point clouds in Figure 1.1. Points
clouds are the source of space data for measurement in lidar. [22] Various scanning methods of
lidars are classified depending on how the laser rotates to obtain measurement data, as shown in
Figure 1.2. One of the most popular lidar technologies is macro-mechanical scanning. A motorized optomechanical scanner with multiple transmitters and receivers covers the entire field of view

2
(FOV) with a fast scanning speed. [23–25] Although this kind of lidar may be bulky and costly,
it is one of the top choices for autonomous vehicle companies such as Waymo, Zoox, Cruise,
Argo AI, and others. [26] Lidars with microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) can overcome
the issue of the bulky size of the macro-mechanical scanning lidar. This type of lidar adjusts the
aim of tiny mirrors by controlling an electric signal for scanning a laser over the FOV. It can also
be volume produced at a lower cost, comparatively. However, their FOV is limited compared to
macro-mechanical scanning lidars. Luminar, Aeye, and Valeo are a few of the major manufacturers of such lidar systems. [24, 26, 27] Optical phased array (OPA) lidars scan by imposing a
phase across the light beam. [25, 26, 28] These types of lidar has advantages of compactness, stability, and precise beam steering. On the other hand, OPA lidars have the disadvantage of light
loss, resulting in a limited range and FOV. Other than scanning lidars, the non-scanning category
is comprised of flash lidars. Flash lidars have a detector array that captures the backscattered light
from the entire illuminated scene to measure the distances of objects using the time-of-flight of
light pulses. [24] Companies such as Argo AI, Continental, LeddarTech, and Oryx Vision have
been adopting and developing this technology due to advantages such as small size, no mechanical parts, and insensitivity to vibrations.[26] Challenges of such flash lidars include their limited
resolution due to pixel size of the detector and also short-to-medium range of detection.[24–26]
Usually, solid-state lidar means the lidar system doesn’t apply macro-mechanical scanning components. [29] Solid-state lidar includes OPA, flash, MEMS lidars, and FMCW principle lidar. The
solid-state lidar of Ibeo is not included in these subcategories because it is a semiconductor-based
system composed of laser source and detector. [30]. Table 1.1 shows the scanning methods of each
lidar company. [26] and Table 1.2 represents lidar technologies of Tier 1 companies. [31] A relevant review of different lidar technologies has been published in ”SPIE Field Guide on Lidar.”[1]
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The race toward developing a more suitable lidar technology for compact and low-cost integration
with vehicles is a complex and crowded space, and new methods are under investigation by various
groups.
In this work, a novel type of non-scanning laser-based imaging lidar system is proposed, offering a compact and low-cost solution and the ability to integrate with other laser sensing technologies or with camera-based sensing systems such as Mobileye. [32]
The proposed lidar functions are based on imaging the deformations of an optical reference
pattern projected on the road. An approach for detecting and ranging obstacles is discussed based
on image processing with homography.

4

Figure 1.1: The representative companies lidars and its point clouds (a) Velodyne, (b) Argo
AI, (c) Luminar

5

Figure 1.2: Various scanning methods in lidar

6

Table 1.1: Scanning methods of each lidar company [26]

Company

Scanning Method

Company

Scanning Method

Aeye

MEMS

Omron

Flash

Argo AI

Mechanical / Flash

Oryx Vision

Flash

AuroraAeva

MEMS

Ouster

Mechanical

Continential

Flash

Quanergy

OPA

Cruise

Mechanical

Strobe

MEMS

Hesai

Mechanical

SureStar

Mechanical

Ibeo

Solid State

Valeo

MEMS

Innoviz

MEMS

Velodyne

Mechanical

LeddarTech

Flash

Waymo

Mechanical

Luminar

MEMS (Macro Mirrors)

Zoox

Mechanical

Table 1.2: Tier 1 Companies Lidar Technolgies [31]

Company

Valeo

Luminar

Innoviz

Scanning Method

Polygon Mirror

2-Axis Mirror

MEMS

Ranging Principle

TOF

TOF

TOF

Wavelength

NIR

SWIR

NIR

Company

Ibeo

Continental

Aurora, Aeva

Scanning Method

Solid State

Flash

2-Axis MEMS

Ranging Principle

TOF

TOF

FMCW

Wavelength

NIR

NIR

SWIR
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2.

IMAGING LIDAR WITH HOMOGRAPHY
Our proposed lidar system is comprised of a laser, a diffractive optical element (DOE), a cam-

era, and a central processing unit (CPU). The system works by projecting a reference optical pattern on the target area (e.g., road), determined by laser beam incident on the DOE. In its simplest
form, the reference pattern is a square uniform grid. However, more complex patterns may be used
(Fig. 2.1a). The camera, having a proper lens and image sensor, continuously images the reference pattern and also images any other object that enters the projected area on the road. When an
object enters the area with the projected reference pattern, the images captured from the reference
pattern undergo a deformation (Fig. 2.1b). To identify the presence of an object in the field of
view (FOV) and measure its range, image processing includes thresholding, image calculations,
and noise filtering is performed as shown in Figure 2.2. In image processing, thresholding is the
technique to divide pixels for binary. [33, 34] Thresholding is utilized for extracting the illuminated
pattern from the images. To extract objects from the image, the subtraction is conducted between
the input image and the reference image. For noise filtering, morphological transformations are
applied. The morphological filter is used to remove spot noises and extract useful information in
the image by matching it with a small pixel array, called ”kernel” or ”structure elements.” [35, 36]
We have developed and implemented a method for the image processing phase in our prototype
lidar system.

8

Figure 2.1: (a) Configuration of our proposed lidar system, (b) uniform reference pattern
for road applications, (c) uniform round pattern for aerial applications, (d) gradient nonuniform pattern for road applications with near-field emphasis.

9

Figure 2.2: The program pipeline of the proposed lidar system
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2.1.

Principle of Homography

In this section, the method of detecting objects and calculating their distance using image processing and homography is described. Detecting the objects in the FOV is performed in a single
step using image processing, which includes image calculations, thresholding, and noise filtering (with Python and OpenCV) by finding the difference between the reference pattern and the
deformed pattern. For ranging purposes, we have used homography, one of the geometrical interpretation principles. Homography is related to two images of the same planar surface in space. In
other words, homography is the principle we use for mapping the image of the deformed reference
pattern back onto the original plane. The mapping can be expressed as:
  
 
′
x
h h h
x
 i  1 2 3  i
 ′ 
 
yi  = h4 h5 h6  yi  , i = 1, 2, ...
  
 
1
h7 h8 h9
1

(2.1)

p′i = H pi ,

(2.2)

where xi and yi are the points on one of the planes; xi′ , and y′i are the projected corresponding points
on the other plane; and H is the 3 × 3 homography matrix. In our work, the captured image from
the FOV is p, and the real ground plane is p′ .
In general, four matching pairs of pixel coordinates and real ground coordinates are used in the
determination of the homography matrix (H).
After obtaining H, any pixel coordinates in the captured image can be interpreted as a position
in the real ground coordinates by multiplying them with the homography matrix. [37]
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2.2.

Laboratory Experiment

To evaluate the first method of detection and ranging in the proposed lidar system, an experimental setup was established with our first prototype. The prototype is comprised of a red
laser, a DOE with a square grid of 51 × 51 lines (Holoeye DE-R256), and a Logitech C910 camera. Although most automotive lidars use invisible near-infrared lasers, we USED a red laser for
demonstration purposes in the work presented here. It should be understood that the principles
used in our proposed lidar system can be implemented with near-infrared lasers as well. We have
verified this by building two other similar lidar systems operating at green (532 nm) and infrared
(850 nm) laser lines. The example figure of illuminated grid patterns using green and infrared
lasers is presented in Figure 2.3. A picture of the infrared laser prototype is shown in Figure 2.4a,
along with an assembly setup of alpha-prototype in Figure 2.4b. The optical filter can only pass the
wavelength of the laser of the prototype. FOVs of each lenses were found as shown in Figure 2.5.
It is decided that a 3.6 mm lens is an appropriate lens for the prototype.

Figure 2.3: The example square grid pattern of 10 × 10 lines (Holoeye DE-R354) at (a) 532
nm wavelength of green laser (b) 850 nm wavelength of infrared laser
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Figure 2.4: (a) Picture of one of the prototypes on an optical breadboard for field testing with
an infrared laser: VLM850-03, power ≦ 3mW, beam divergence: 0.6 mRad, filter: Thorlabs
FB850-40 - Ø1”, CWL = 850 ± 8 nm, FWHM = 40 ± 8 nm. (b) 3D CAD modeling of an
alpha-prototype for field testing.
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Figure 2.5: The pictures taken with 8 × 8 dot matrix pattern of DOE using (a) 20◦ lens ∼ (h)
160◦ lens, and (i) 3.6 mm lens

14
The lidar system was set up on an optical table in the lab to obtain the homography matrix
as described in Section 2.1 and its performance was evaluated. The derived homography matrix
was then assessed by entering eight arbitrary input distances to find the corresponding calculated
distances. The details of this initial assessment are provided in Table 2.1. It can be seen that there
exists a good agreement between the expected and calculated distances judging by the error values,
which average to 1.4 ± 0.5 %. The errors may be reduced by increasing the image resolution (or
the number of pixels) of the captured image.
After successfully verifying the homography calculations with random input, we can proceed
to evaluate the actual performance of the imaging lidar in real-time with unknown locations of
real objects. It should be noted that if the object is moved outside of the homography domain,
there will be a large error in the calculated distance, and therefore other techniques may need to
be required for reducing the error. The object used for real-time evaluations is the box (30 × 75 ×
95 mm) and is moved all over the homography domain on the optical table. The ground positions
were reported in real-time using Python code running on a Raspberry Pi 4. For the purpose of
the work presented here, we took snapshots of eight arbitrary positions while the system was
working in real-time. These are presented in Figure 2.6. The real and calculated distances are
listed in Table 2.2, show an average error of 1.4 ± 0.8 %. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show similar errors.
Table 2.1 shows the homography performance to calculate the distances, and Table 2.2 depicts
the assessment of homography lidar for measuring objects’ distances. We are discussed more the
metrics for assessing the accuracy and precision of this method of ranging in Sec. 2.3.
We also conducted an additional test with two objects (a circular pillar Ø 1 × 4 in, and a white
box 95 × 70 × 60 mm) as shown in Figure 2.7, demonstrating that our proposed lidar system can
detect multiple objects in real-time. As long as objects are covered with the projected pre-defined
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pattern, our imaging lidar system can detect multiple objects and find their distances.
Since the mechanism for detecting objects in the proposed lidar is based on image processing,
its sensitivity is affected by lighting conditions, despite that noise filters being applied in the algorithm. Applying an appropriate optical bandpass filter to the camera can help with the noises
of lighting interference that causes varying thresholds in the image processing phase. Other noise
sources include vibrations, which may cause changes in the position or aim of the camera, resulting
in a propagated error in homography calculations.
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Table 2.1: The expected distance and the calculated distance for the evaluation of the H
matrix in eights arbitrary positions.

Position

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Expected Distance (cm)

83.1

74.0

70.5

63.1

59.1

47.9

41.3

41.2

Calculated Distance (cm)

83.9

74.9

69.8

62.2

58.7

46.9

41.9

40.3

Difference (cm)

-0.8

-0.9

0.7

0.9

0.4

1.0

-0.6

0.9

Error (%)

1.0

1.2

1.0

1.4

0.7

2.1

1.5

2.2

Table 2.2: The results of the detection and measurements of an object in homography based
lidar

Position

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Real Distance (cm)

38.3

40.0

48.7

50.4

52.8

55.7

56.9

61.1

Calculated Distance (cm)

39.3

39.3

49.8

49.7

52.5

55.1

56.3

60.8

Difference (cm)

-1.0

0.7

-1.1

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.6

0.3

Error (%)

2.6

1.7

2.2

1.4

0.5

1.1

1.0

0.5
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Figure 2.6: The real-time object detection and ranging of the lidar system with homography
approach.
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Figure 2.7: Homography based detection of two objects (pillar and box), (a) to (c) The box
is gradually moving backward, and the lidar system detects the distance it is moving away.
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2.3.

Metrics for Lidar Accuracy and Precision

The homography method we described for the ranging of objects using our proposed lidar
system was converted into a hybrid ranging method that offered redundancy to provide robustness
and prevent false positives. To analyze the homography method, we devised a metric for the quality
of measurements. Accuracy and precision are two well-known parameters used for assessing the
quality of measured data and error analysis. Therefore, we needed to establish a basis for defining
the accuracy and precision of the measurement methods for lidar applications.
Ideally, our lidar system would calculate the distance of an object exactly as the real distance
within the capacity of the measurement equipment. Therefore, we can define a metric based on
graphing the calculated distance against the real distance and subsequently plotting each measured
distance on this graph. The ideal performance can be shown in the graph as a line with a slope of 1
and an intercept of 0. Accordingly, we can define the accuracy of the ranging methods based on the
root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) of the measurements with respect to the ideal line. To assess the
precision, we established a trend line with a linear fit to the measurement data, and subsequently
defined a second RMSE based on the linear fit of the trend line as the precision of the ranging
method. Figure 2.8 presents graphs for ranging with homography. This graph shows how desirable
redundancy could help with robustness and reduced error.
With the establishment of both definitions, we set the metrics for assessing the accuracy and
precision of the ranging methods in our lidar system. These definitions were further used to provide
a single index representing the lidar system’s accuracy and precision. The new index is called
Accuracy Precision Error (APE), defined here:
APE =

q
(RMSEaccuracy )2 + (RMSE precision )2 .

(2.3)
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Based on this definition, the APE of the imaging method employed in our proposed lidar system is
1.24, corresponding to the homography method.
We believe the metrics introduced here may be used for any other ranging systems because
of the convenience of determining the performance of a ranging method using a single RMSE
representing both the accuracy and precision errors.

Figure 2.8: Analysis graphs of ranging with homography. The Black dashed line is fit to
slope 1.000 for ideal accuracy, and the solid blue line is a linear fit for precision.
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2.4.

Computational Referencing Homography

Using the rayfile of DOE, the illuminating of the pattern on the floor was simulated with LucidShape [38]. The rayfile is the vector data for a light source and is usually used for the simulation.
In this work, this rayfile was utilized to determine of the homography matrix (H). As we discussed
in Sec. 2.1 to obtain H, four pairs of pixel and real ground coordinates are required. By this rayfile,
the real ground coordinates were estimated with LucidShape simulation so that it helped to set the
H without measuring for the ground coordinates.
To calculate the vector direction of the diffraction pattern from the DOE (Holoeye DE-R256, a
square grid of 51 × 51 lines), the DOE pattern was imaged on graph paper, as shown in Figure 2.9.
The sizes of imaged patterns were measured depending on the distance from the experimental
setup as shown Table 2.3. The vector directions were calculated with measurements in Table 2.3
using python programming. Finally, the created rayfile was imported in LucidShape, as shown in
Figure 2.10.
Table 2.3: The measurements of the imaged pattern size depends on distance from camera

Distance (mm)

215

268

301

330

373

402

473

Side length (mm)

84

104

118

130

146

156

184

The rayfile was assessed by comparing the results of the simulation and experimental situation.
At first, the distances of the imaged first line of the grid pattern on the ground was measured to
compare. The center of the first line was taken as a criterion for measuring, as shown in Figure 2.11. In LucidShape, the first line was imaged at 86.2 cm from the experimental setup, and in
the experimental situation, it was imaged at around 84 cm. It has a 2.62 % difference for the exper-
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Table 2.4: The comparison for the intervals between each lines.

Interval lines between

1 ∼2

2 ∼3

3 ∼4

4 ∼5

LucidShape (mm)

3.8

3.9

4.4

4.7

Experimental Situation (mm)

3.6

3.8

4.2

4.6

Error (%)

5.56

2.63

4.76

2.17

imental situation result. It is suspected that there are errors from the experimental setup. Also, the
imaged line in the experimental situation is thick so it is hard to define the accurate distance with
naked eyes. Next, in Figure 2.12, the interval of grid pattern was compared between the LucidShape and the experimental situation. The interval is shown in Table 2.4. It shows similar results
between simulation and experiment with an average error of 3.78%. Lastly, the size of the imaged
pattern on the vertical wall was calculated, as shown in Figure 2.13. The side length of the imaged
pattern at 318 cm in LucidShape was 118 cm. The imaged pattern has 119.5 cm of side length in
the experimental situation. There is a 1.26 % difference for the result in an experimental situation.
The rayfile was assessed by these comparisons and showed satisfying results.
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Figure 2.9: Experiment to calculate vector direction of DOE (a) Experimental setup, (b) ∼
(h) Imaged pattern on distance from camera 215 mm ∼ 473 mm.
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Figure 2.10: (a) Imported rayfile in LucidShape, (b) Simulated with candelar sensor, (c)
Bird’s eve view; the pattern imaged on the road, and (d) Driver’s view; the pattern on the
road of the driver’s sight
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Figure 2.11: The distance of the imaged first line of the grid pattern of (a) LucidShape
simulation; 86.2 cm, (b) the experimental situation; 84 cm.

Figure 2.12: The comparison of the intervals of the grid pattern of in (a) LucidShape simulation, (b) the experimental situation
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Figure 2.13: The comparison for the pattern size on the (a) LucidShape simulation, (b)
experimental situation (the picture of the pattern is edited for the figure from another experiment)
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2.5.

Field Testing

The imaging DOE grid pattern tests were performed to check the requirements for the operation
of the proposed lidar outside. In tests, the 850 nm wavelength infrared laser, infrared camera,
optical bandpass filter (FB850-40, CWL = 850 nm, FWHM = 40 nm), and DOE of 10 × 10 lines
grid pattern (Holoeye DE-R354) were used with a white car and on the asphalt floor.
Firstly, the test was conducted with the white car, as shown in Figure 2.14. The white car’s
imaging pattern, which is shown in Figure 2.14a, was tested. But in Figure 2.14b, the grid pattern
is not found on the white car. When I was close to the white car during the experimental setup,
the pattern was visible but dim (Figure 2.14c). It looks that the intensity of the pattern was not
enough to be imaged on the white car. In other words, the pattern requires a higher intensity to
realize the operation of the proposed lidar system. Also, the pattern was imaged on the asphalt
floor, as shown in Figure 2.15. The grid pattern was imaged, but it was still blurred. Remarkably,
zero-order diffraction was observed.
To make the proposed lidar system for the outside work, the intensity of the pattern must be
high enough to be detectable. There are ways to distinguish the pattern clearly from the image.
The first way is using a higher power of the laser. However, it may require more setup for the
eye safety of humans. Also, removing zero-order diffraction can help to increase the intensity of
the pattern because zero-order diffraction is the loss of the intensity of the pattern. The pattern
is hard to recognize because the irradiance of sunlight is high even though the optical bandpass
filter is applied. If the lowest intensity wavelength of the laser is chosen in the sunlight and the
optical bandpass filter for this wavelength is applied, the DOE pattern can be found better. An
investigation of the spectrum of sunlight is discussed in Sec. 2.5.
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Figure 2.14: Imaging DOE 10 × 10 lines grid pattern on the white car; (a) White car without
the imaging pattern, (b) Imaging pattern on the white car, and (c) When I moved closer to
the white car

Figure 2.15: (a) Imaging DOE 10 × 10 lines grid pattern on the asphalt floor, (b) When the
setup of the laser and the camera moved to closer to the asphalt floor
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Spectrum Measurement with Spectrometer
The light wavelength spectrum was measured in the daytime to find an appropriate wavelength
for a laser. As we discussed in Sec. 2.5, the sunlight has high intensity, so that the DOE pattern
is hard to distinguish from the image. The consideration of low irradiance of wavelengths in the
sunlight is important to reduce the effect of the sunlight. The measurement of the spectrum of the
sunlight was performed using Ocean Optics Red Tide spectrometer. As shown in Figure 2.16, the
spectra were measured from the sky, road, and various colors of cars. The irradiance varied from
450 nm to 550 nm wavelength band except (h) red color car. In the measurement of red color car,
the irradiance of around 632 nm wavelength was highest. Also, the measurements from (e) white
color car and (f) silver color car have high irradiance on wide wavelength band because of the
reflection of light on their colors. Based on these spectrometer results, we found the proper laser
wavelength for the lowest irradiance of near 1000 nm wavelength. It can be suggested that using
a 1064 nm wavelength infrared laser is better than another wavelength laser to prevent the effect
from the sunlight for the imaging lidar.

2.6.

Discussion

In this chapter, an imaging lidar was proposed that uses a DOE to project a reference pattern
on a target area and subsequently employs a camera to image the deformed pattern as objects enter
the target area. The homography method with image processing for object detection and ranging
was discussed.
This method showed good potential for object detection and ranging and was proven feasible
as the processing unit in the proposed imaging lidar system. Additionally, from the known frame
rate of the image sensor, the information about the position can be utilized to extract the relative
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velocities of objects. The widths and heights of objects can be calculated using the proportionality
expression between distances of objects and camera height. The shapes of objects can be obtained
using the changed pattern on objects with deep learning.
Our proposed lidar provides a new platform for object detection and ranging and may find
potential applications in sensor fusion for autonomous vehicles, drone navigation, and other mobile
devices. A specific DOE may need to be designed for each application based on the range, width,
or symmetry of the target field of view.
Metasurface used to illuminate the diffraction pattern can be considered an alternative to DOE.
With metasurface, a customized pattern can be suggested. The non-uniform patterns, which have a
smaller gap as it gets farther away (the gradient pattern) for the proposed lidar system to optimize
the accuracy and precision of the detection and ranging, will be developed. The recent researches
metasurfaces are presented in Sec. 3.1, and the design stages for metasurfaces are discussed in
Sec.3.2 ∼ 3.2.3.
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Figure 2.16: Spectrum Measurements of (a) Sky, (b) Road 1, (c) Road 2 (d) Road 3, (e) White
Car, (f) Silver Car, (g) Navy Car, and (h) Red Car
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3.

NANO-ILLUMINATION

3.1.

Introduction of Metasurface

Metasurfaces have attracted attention in recent years because of their unique features, which do
not exist in nature. [39–42] The properties of metasurfaces originate from the artificial nanostructure and can control optical properties such as intensity, polarization, wavefront, and phase. [40,
42–54] These traits drive the various applications with properties that conventional optical elements cannot accomplish. [39, 47, 49, 55, 56]
Flat lenses or metalenses are one of the emerging areas in metasurface application. [39, 50]
There are achievements with broadband achromatic and polarization-insensitive performance using TiO2 nanofins. [55, 57] The broadband for near-infrared bandwidth from 1200 nm to 1650
nm for compact imaging systems have also been investigated. [44] Also, the metalens for visible
bandwidth from 490 nm to 550 nm is introduced [45]. These metalenses can be applied for spectroscopy for high performance and compact size. [39, 50, 58–63] Metasurface holography is also
a promising area. This area progressed for high efficiency, broadband wavelength, no high-order
diffraction, and twin-image issues with many research groups. [64–69] This metasurface holography leads to augmented reality (AR) application. The near-eye display with a wide field of view for
augmented reality has been realized with metasurface, which has poly-crystalline silicon (Poly-Si)
fin structures [70] and AR device as a compact eyepiece by a contact lens display (CLD) which
applied metasurface. [71]
The other research for the high-efficiency metasurface introduces the 34-phase level metasurface. [72] TiO2 nanodisks ranging from 42 nm to 108 nm at a 2 nm step were applied for the optimal
wavelength of 560 nm. With finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculation results showing im-
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age properties such as broadband, wide-angle, and fabrication tolerance, the potential applicability
is suggested. There is also good precedent research which described in detail the nanophotonics,
metamaterials, and metasurfaces and their applications with broadband, high-efficiency. [73]
In this work, we introduce a novel application for metasurfaces called nano-illumination based
on metasurface fabricated with Poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA). We propose the feasibility of
the illumination with metasurface for i) the detection with ranging of obstacles using the illuminated pattern and ii) the low beam pattern in the UN/ECE. The illumination with metasurface is
introduced in detail with the design flow as shown in Figure 3.1: i) Generation of the Phase mask,
ii) Modelling Metacell, and iii) Conversion of the phase mask into GDSII Layout. The fabrication
results of sample nano-unit patterns are suggested for the target metasurface fabrication.
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Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of Process
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3.2.

Phase Mask

The iterative Fourier transform algorithm (IFTA)[74] is usually utilized to retrieve the phase
mask for DOEs, computer-generated holograms (CGHs), and metasurfaces. [75] The IFTA calculates the grayscale of the phase mask, which generates a desired pattern by the input source of
the target image. [76] The IFTA principle, explained in Figure 3.2, is that the complex amplitude
a on the source plane is generated from the complex amplitude of A on the target plane by backpropagation. [77] The random phase constants in the algorithm are then applied, leading to a new
amplitude a’. This a’ is forth propagated and generates a complex amplitude A’ on the target plane.
This iterative process is repeated until satisfying a predefined iteration number. In this research,
the phase mask for illumination of a pattern was calculated using IFTA with 1,000 iterations by
MATLAB.

Figure 3.2: The Principle of the IFTA
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3.2.1.

Spatial Light Modulator (SLM)

A Spatial light modulator (SLM) is the optical device that controls the amplitude and/or phase
of transmitted (or reflected) light beam as a DOE [78–80]. With the SLM, the encoded phase masks
can be displayed on a liquid crystal display of the SLM, and the imaged pattern from transmitted (or
reflected) laser beam can be observed. In other words, it can test a phase mask without fabrication
of the DOE.
With the Holoeye LC2012 SLM (Figure 3.3) and 532 nm wavelength green laser, the performance of my IFTA could be observed by the measured patterns. Firstly, the various patterns such
as a (a) 7 × 7 dots matrix, (b) 8 × 8 dots matrix, (c) simple automotive low beam pattern, and
(d) Apple logo were tested to observe the output of the SLM and its IFTA software as shown in
Figure 3.4. The patterns are clearly imaged on the vertical wall, but multiple patterns are seen because of the diffraction from the SLM. Next, the symmetric pattern (Figure 3.5a) with an IFTA of
Holoeye and my IFTA was imaged, as shown in Figure 3.5. My IFTA generated from 2 to 16 phase
levels phase mask so that the imaged patterns depending on multiple phases could be compared.
Holoeye’s IFTA showed a good quality image pattern, as shown in Figure 3.5b. The quality of

Figure 3.3: Holoeye LC2012 Spatial Light Modulator
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the image pattern from Holoeye’s IFTA was better than my IFTA’s image patterns. It seemed that
the modified IFTA was applied on the software of Holoeye. As we expected, higher phase depths
generate better image quality (Figure 3.5b ∼ f). Also, we found that clear patterns are observed
from 4 phase level. Based on the SLM experiment, the performance of my IFTA was checked, and
it was decided that the phase level has to be at least 4 phase level.
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Figure 3.4: Various target Pattern and Imaged Pattern from SLM: (a) 7 × 7 dots matrix, (b)
8 × 8 dots matrix, (c) simple automotive low beam pattern, (d) Apple logo
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Figure 3.5: (a) Target; Symmetric pattern and imaged patterns from (b) Holoeye’s IFTA, (c)
my IFTA; 2 phase level, (d) my IFTA; 4 phase level, (e) my IFTA; 8 phase level, (f) my IFTA;
16 phase level
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3.2.2.

Target Patterns; Gradient Grid Pattern and ECE Low beam Pattern

Two target patterns were introduced: i) the Gradient grid pattern and ii) the ECE low beam
pattern, as shown Figure 3.6. The gradient grid patterns have a smaller gap as it gets farther away
from the source (DOE or metasurface). From the gradient gap, the same uniform gap pattern can
be expected when the pattern is illuminated on the ground obliquely. In addition to the grid pattern
for the lidar application, the ECE low beam pattern was performed with the IFTA to suggest the
possibility of nano-illumination application. The ECE low beam pattern image with a minimum
feature size of 0.1 degrees in grayscale and linear scale exported from LucidShape [38] software
for the image source.
Figure 3.7 depicts the RMSE depending on the iteration number for (a) the Gradient grid pattern
and (b) the ECE low beam pattern calculation. The RMSE decreased eminently in the beginning
iteration and converged to its limitation of 0.1671 and 0.0271. It also showed the RMSE for the
ECE low beam pattern is much lower than the gradient grid pattern. This is because the ECE low
beam pattern is grayscale; otherwise, the gradient grid pattern is binary scale. The grayscale has a
lower RMSE because it has an intermediate value, unlike the binary scale.

3.2.3.

Conversion into GDSII Layout from the Phase Mask

The calculated phase mask from the target patterns is imported to MetaOptics software [81] to
generate a Graphic Database System II (GDSII) layout, which is a basic and essential for the ebeam lithography systems. MetaOptics is creating a GDSII layout of metasurface from the phase
mask based on data input by the user, such as metacell structure configuration and target wavelength. The user can use the basic metacell simulation data which is hard-coded into the software
in addition to the customized metacell data with the phase modulation. This was calculated from
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the FDTD simulation by inputting the Excel file for GDSII layout conversion in MetaOptics. Each
pixel of the phase mask is converted to a metacell based on its matched phase modulation value,
as shown in Figure 3.8.
After generating a GDS layout from the phase mask with the dummy data, the radii of the
created metacells on the GDS file were replaced with each radius that satisfied the phase level based
in the data calculated by the FDTD simulation. The GDS layouts of the metasurface generated by
this process can be applied to a typical lithography system.
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Figure 3.6: Target Patterns; (a) Sample Gradient Grid Pattern and (b) The ECE Low Beam
Pattern

Figure 3.7: RMSE vs Numbers of Iteration of (a) The Gradient Grid Pattern and (b) The
ECE Low Beam Pattern
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Figure 3.8: (a) The calculated phase mask of the ECE low beam pattern with IFTA and (b)
the converted GDS file
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3.3.

Nanostructure Fabrication for Metasurfaces

We will now introduce the fabrication of a high aspect ratio circular pillar structure using
PMMA. PMMA is used as the positive resist for high-resolution lithography. Still, it is known
that it also can be utilized as a negative photoresist when excessive electrons are applied in the
e-beam lithography process [82–85]. Two fabrications of high aspect ratio nanostructures of i)
1400 nm and ii) 600 nm thickness were conducted. Fabrication for a 1400 nm thickness PMMA
layer was fabricated. The 1400 nm thickness is the highest that can be spin-coated in the MiNDS
fabrication facility. High aspect ratio PMMA structures with nano-scale are fabricated using DOE,
metacell components of the metasurface, or for the sacrificial layer to deposit metallic or dielectric layer. That is why the 1400 nm thickness PMMA layer fabrication is discussed in Sec. 3.3.1.
After observing the results in fabrication for 1400 nm thickness, the finding appropriate thickness
in metacell simulations for the metasurface was followed in Sec. 3.3.2. The 600 nm thickness
fabrication continued with simulation results in Sec. 3.3.3.
Each PMMA 950 A7 and PMMA 495 A6 are spin-coated for i) 1400 nm and ii) 600 nm thickness on the wafer with a spin speed of 1100 rpm and 1200 rpm [86]. The spin-coated PMMA
thickness is measured using the alpha-SE J. A. Woollam variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry
(VASE) with the CompleteEASE ellipsometry program and Filmetrics F20 Thin Film Measurement System 3.9. The material data of PMMA 495 A6 was already input in Filmetric F20 so that
this PMMA thickness can be measured using this measurement system. For PMMA 950 A7, it
measured the thickness using the alpha-SE J. A. Woollam VASE. Each PMMA thickness of five
different spots (Figure 3.10) were measured at 1419.93 ± 29.01 nm and 585 nm, as shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. The phase modulation graphs on 1420 nm and 585 nm thickness PMMA
layer is shown in Figure 3.11 and 3.12. These figures show that both thicknesses of 1420 nm and
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585 nm are satisfied the band of phase modulation in -180 to 180 degrees.

Figure 3.9: Alpha-SE J. A. Woollam variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) [87]
and Filmetrics F20 Thin Film Measurement System [88]

Figure 3.10: Five different spots that were measured
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Table 3.1: Thickness measurement for PMMA 950 A7 using Alpha-SE J. A. Woollam VASE
(Unit: nm)

Spot 1

Spot 2

Spot 3

Spot 4

Spot 5

Average

1378.83

1450.90

1391.87

1434.4

1443.63

1419.93 ± 29.01

Table 3.2: Thickness measurement for PMMA 495 A6 using Filmetric F20 (Unit: nm)

Spot 1

Spot 2

Spot 3

Spot 4

Spot 5

Average

585

585

585

585

585

585
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Figure 3.11: PMMA Pillar 1420 nm Height Phase Modulation

Figure 3.12: PMMA Pillar 585 nm Height Phase Modulation
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In the e-beam lithography process, the fabrication results of PMMA resist is highly dependent
on various parameters such as electron doses, beam current, center to center distance, and line
spacing. High electron doses are required for using the PMMA as a negative resist. At least 10
times doses are required for negative resist with respect to positive which of 1.30 nC/cm line doses
in usual. The beam current affects the spot size [89]. A lower beam current causes a smaller spot
size. A smaller spot size can generate a fine pattern, but it takes a long time. In contrast, a larger
spot size cannot fabricate the finest pattern takes less time. The center to center is the spacing
along a line for orientation of the structure, and the line spacing is the spacing in the perpendicular
direction for broad lines, as shown in Figure 3.13.
The difficulty of fabrication with PMMA as negative was found in this fabrication that there
are no fixed optimal fabrication conditions because the optimal line doses are highly dependent on
the thickness of the PMMA layer and the size of the pattern. In other words, even if we found the

Figure 3.13: The definition of center to center and line spacing in JEOL JSM-F-100 lithography system [89]
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optimal electron doses to fabricate a high aspect ratio circular pillar structure with 100 nm PMMA
thickness, this optimal condition may not work with 200 nm or 1000 nm thickness PMMA for the
desired result. For this reason, we progressed e-beam lithography with various conditions to find
optimal parameters for 1420 nm and 585 nm PMMA thickness.
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3.3.1.

Fabrication for 1420 nm Thickness Layer

In this section, the fabrication experiments were progressed with the 1420 nm thickness PMMA
with a the high aspect ratio of 2.8:1 to 14:1 based on the diameter of the circular pattern. The
circular shape was chosen because the circular shape can avoid the undesired effect due to the
impact of the polarization. First, the fabrication of the Siemens star resolution with 100 ∼ 500
nm diameter circular pillar was conducted to examine using the PMMA as a negative resist and its
resolution depends on the electron doses. After the examination using PMMA as a negative resist,
two fabrication experiments were progressed with a sample pattern which has four 100 ∼ 500 nm
diameter circular pillars for determining the optimal electron doses on 1420 nm thickness PMMA.
The fourth of the same circular pattern is to observe the repeatability of results.

Fabrication of Siemens Star Resolution Target Pattern on 1420 nm Thickness Layer
The test fabrications were conducted with e-beam lithography to check the results using PMMA
as a negative resist with a high aspect ratio with 1420 nm thickness layer to find the appropriate
development method. First, Siemens star and basic circular pillars sample pattern (Figure 3.14)
of 100 ∼ 500 nm diameter were fabricated in conditions of Table 3.3. The Siemens star pattern
is usually used to find the resolution of the optical devices like the USAF 1951 resolution test
target. In Figure 3.15a and Figure 3.15b, the pattern was not fabricated because the line dose of
condition 1 is usually used for PMMA as a positive resist. The line dose of condition 2 is suspected
that still underdose to fabricate 1420 nm thickness layer. Otherwise, the Siemens star pattern is
generated in fabricate condition 3, 4, and 5, as shown in Figure 3.15c ∼ 3.15e. Among these
results in Figure 3.15c ∼ 3.15e, the center area of the star pattern of Figure 3.15c is shrunk and
destroyed. Although the Siemens star pattern is fabricated in Figures 3.15d and 3.15e, the circular
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Table 3.3: 1420 nm thickness of Star Resolution Target Pattern Fabrication Conditions

Condition

1

2

3

4

5

Magnification

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

C to C distance (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line spacing (nm)

50.56

50.56

19.26

50.56

19.26

Line dose (nC/cm)

1.30

13.00

13.00

26.00

26.00

Time doses

1

10

10

20

20

pillar looks cut and bent. In the development process, the e-beam illuminated wafer was immersed
in 10 seconds with 1:9 IPA:DI water and dried using spin-dry and an air jet. The DI water is
harsh in development; it may damage the high aspect ratio circular pillar. Also, the pillar may be
vulnerable to the strong air blown from air jet, so the circular pillar looked broken or bent.
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Figure 3.14: Siemens Star Pattern for Fabrication of 1420 nm PMMA Thickness
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Figure 3.15: Siemens star pattern on 1420 nm PMMA thickness layer in (a) condition 1, (b)
condition 2, (c) condition 3, (d) condition 4, and (e) condition 5 of Table 3.3.
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1st Fabrication of Circular Pillar on 1420 nm Thickness Layer
For fabrication of a metasurface, composed of a circular pillar, the e-beam lithography experiments with electron doses of 50, 100, 500, and 1000 times were progressed on 1420 nm thickness
of PMMA layer for the 1st fabrication. In e-beam lithography conditions, as shown in Table 3.4,
the center-to-center distance is fixed at 19.26 nm, and line spacing is set to 19.26 or 50.56 nm.
The circular pattern of 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 nm diameter are arranged in four columns,
as shown in Figure 3.16. For Figure 3.17a ∼ 3.17d, the circular pillar pattern is not generated as
expected, especially with a 100 and 200 nm diameter, the circular pillar was not formed or was
bent. The reason is that the electron doses of 50 and 100 times compared to the level used for a
positive resist are underdosed to fabricate the 100 ∼ 500 nm diameter circular pillar. Otherwise,
the structures were fabricated in conditions 5 ∼ 8 of Table 3.4, as shown in Figure 3.17e ∼ 3.17h.
It is remarkable that the shaped structures are not circular pillars but tapered circular pillars. The
tapered circular pillars may form in case of overdoses applied to PMMA in the e-beam lithography
process. The precedence research introduced that when electrons are overexposed, it may affect
the bottom of structures to broaden and form inclined vertical walls [83–85]. That is why further
experiments to find proper electron doses level are required to fabricate a high aspect ratio with a
1420 nm thickness PMMA layer.
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Table 3.4: 1420 nm thickness of Circular Pillar Pattern 1st Fabrication Conditions

Condition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Magnification

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

C to C distance (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line spacing (nm)

19.26

50.56

19.26

50.56

19.26

50.56

19.26

50.56

Line dose (nC/cm)

65.00

65.00

130.00

130.00

650.00

650.00

1300.00

1300.00

Time doses

50

50

100

100

500

500

1000

1000
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Figure 3.16: 5 Dot Sample Pattern for Fabrications of 1420 nm PMMA Thickness
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Figure 3.17: The 1st fabrication results of 1420 nm PMMA thickness in (a) condition 1, (b)
condition 2, (c) condition 3, (d) condition 4, and (e) condition 5 of Table 3.4.
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2nd Fabrication of Circular Pillar on 1420 nm Thickness Layer
When the 500 times electron doses were applied in the 1st fabrication experiment (Table 3.4
and Figure 3.17), the fabrication result shows overdoses phenomenon. In the second fabrication of
high aspect ratio pillar on 1420 nm thickness PMMA layer, the electron beams of 80 ∼ 480 times
of 1.3 nC/cm line doses which for a positive resist were progressed to find appropriate the electron
doses level condition for high aspect ratio structures with 1420 nm thickness of PMMMA layer.
The detailed e-beam lithography conditions, as shown in Table 3.5, the center to center distance
and line spacing are fixed at 19.26 nm. These second fabrication results are shown in Figure 3.18.
The 100 and 200 nm diameter of circular pillars are formed and not bent from 468 nC/cm of line
doses of electron which is in condition 8 of Table 3.5 and shown in Figure 3.18h to 3.18k. In these
fabrication conditions of 8 ∼ 11, the tapered circular pillar is shaped instead of a circular pillar.
The desired 300, 400, and 500 nm diameter the circular pillars are fabricated in conditions 3 and 4
of Table 3.5 and each shown in Figure 3.18c and d
With these fabrication results, we concluded that the e-beam lithography fabrication conditions
are dependent on PMMA (or other resists) layer and patterns size because of the covered area by
electron dose. In other words, the optimal condition depends on each pattern size. Therefore, to
fabricate the desired pattern, not using only one electron dose condition but also applying multiple e-beam lithography with various electron doses condition based on each pattern size can be
suggested.
Plus, we judged that a lower height nanostructure would be better for the metasurface material
in this study than the 1420 nm of high aspect ratio PMMA nanostructures even though it can
have the phase modulation band from -180 to 180 degrees. Because as the height of the structure
increases, the tapered phenomenon may become more severe, and the durability will decrease. The
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Table 3.5: 1420 nm thickness of Circular Pillar Pattern 2nd Fabrication Conditions

Condition

1

2

3

4

5

6

Magnification

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

C to C distance (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line spacing (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line dose (nC/cm)

104

156

208

260

312

364

Time doses

80

120

160

200

240

280

Condition

7

8

9

10

11

Magnification

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

C to C distance (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line spacing (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line dose (nC/cm)

416

468

520

572

624

Time doses

320

360

400

440

480

metacell simulation was progressed to find proper thickness for fabrication.

3.3.2.

Design of Metacell

The phase is modulated when the light passes or is reflected by a metasurface. For calculation
of this phase modulation, FDTD simulation software such as COMSOL, Lumerical, and PlanOpSim[90] is usually used. Herein, the phase modulation of metacell with circular shapes such as
a pillar, hole, ring, and core-shell, with various radii was calculated as shown in Figure 3.19 and
Table 3.6. The phase modulation of PMMA nanostructure on the silicon wafer with different radius were calculated using PlanOpSim software [90] for FDTD simulation. For the material of
metacell, i) PMMA, ii) TiO2 , and iii) both of them were selected.
In the circular pillar and hole simulation, the sweep variables of the radii were set to the range
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from 1 to 250 nm (1 nm step) in thickness of 100, 200, and 600 nm. For ring and core-shell shape
simulation, inner radii were set to 10 to 250 nm, and outer radii were assigned to the range from
20 to 260 nm. In addition, the 532 nm wavelength of light was set to incident light in simulation.
The phase modulation results are calculated in each set radius and thickness based on structure
shapes. The raw data of simulation results are plotted to Figures 3.21 to 3.27.

Pillar and Hole Metacell
The graphs of simulations showed the metacell structures of pillar and hole in Figure 3.21 to
3.26. In graphs, the x-axis is the radius of the metacell, and the y-axis is the phase modulation of
the metacell. If the line graph goes through the whole range of phase (y-axis), it can tell that the
metacell model is satisfied with the -180 to 180 degrees of phase modulation band. Also, there
are horizontal lines at every 45 phase degree for 8 phase level in the range of -180 to 180 degrees
on the y-axis. The reason for the 8 phase level choice is that it has over 99% efficiency as shown
in Figure 3.20. With these in mind, we can define that the only metacell structures of 600 nm
of thickness in 1-A PMMA pillar, and 200 and 600 nm of thickness in 2-A TiO2 pillar have 8
phase levels with the range of -180 to 180 phase degrees as shown in Figure 3.21 and 3.23. The
remarkable situation in this satisfying simulation is that the slope of the graph in 200 and 600 nm

Table 3.6: Metacell Simulation

A. Pillar

B. Hole

C. Ring

D. core-shell

1. PMMA

1-A (Figure 3.21)

1-B (Figure 3.22)

1-C (Figure 3.27)

1-D (Figure 3.27)

2. TiO2

2-A (Figure 3.23)

2-B (Figure 3.24)

2-C (Figure 3.27)

2-D (Figure 3.27)

3. TiO2 & PMMA

3-A (Figure 3.25)

3-B (Figure 3.26)

3-C (Figure 3.27)

3-D (Figure 3.27)
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thickness of 2-A TiO2 pillar is high. It means that a bit of fabrication error may occur the large
difference to the desired phase.
Otherwise, other simulation results except for 1-A PMMA pillar, and 200, 600 nm of thickness
in 2-A TiO2 pillar in Figure 3.21 ∼ Figure 3.26 are not fulfilled covering phase range of -180
to 180 degrees. The reason for the result of the hybrid of PMMA and TiO2 metacell is that the
difference of refractive index became smaller than between PMMA (or TiO2 ) and air.
Next, it is also noticeable in the results that pillar shape metacell is much more efficient than
the hole shape for the phase modulation. Almost all of the hole shape metacells couldn’t cover the
phase range. Only the TiO2 metacell of 600 nm thickness in 2-B shows the capability -180 to 180
phase degree, but it is not desirable for metasurface fabrication because this feature is observed in
a narrow radii band from 200 to 235 nm.
In conclusion, to have 8 phase levels and cover the whole phase range, the thickness of PMMA
has to be around 600 nm, and the thickness of TiO2 has to be 200 nm in height.
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Figure 3.18: The 2nd fabrication results in (a) condition 1 ∼ (k) condition 11 of Table 3.5
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Figure 3.19: Metacell Structure 3D Modelling

Figure 3.20: The Diffraction Efficiency vs. Phase Level (Replotted graph) [91]
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Figure 3.21: 1-A PMMA Pillar Metacell of 100, 200, 600 nm Height

Figure 3.22: 1-B PMMA Hole Metacell of 100, 200, 600 nm Height
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Figure 3.23: 2-A TiO2 Pillar Metacell of 100, 200, 600 nm Height

Figure 3.24: 2-B TiO2 Hole Metacell of 100, 200, 600 nm Height
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Figure 3.25: 3-A TiO2 and PMMA Pillar Metacell of 100, 200, 600 nm Height

Figure 3.26: 3-B TiO2 and PMMA Hole Metacell of 100, 200, 600 nm Height
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Ring and Core-shell Metacell
For ring and core-shell metacell, there are two variables of outer and inner radius. The phase
modulation is calculated based on all 10 to 240 nm inner and 20 to 250 nm outer radius. The result
graphs of ring and core-shell metacell structure are plotted in Figure 3.27. The graphs show no
metacell with ring and core-shell structures that satisfy 8 phase levels in the range of -180 to 180
phase degree with 45 phase degree step. It means that it requires a higher thickness of PMMA or
TiO2 layer or higher refractive index material for 8 phase level. The remarkable aspect is that the
outer and inner radius difference generally determines the phase modulation results. The phase
values are the same, usually diagonal, and show continuous color in graphs.
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Figure 3.27: Ring and Core-shell Metacell of 100, 200, 600 nm Thickness
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Discussion of Metacell Design
In this section, the metacell with 8 phase levels were investigated in the various structure of
the circular pillar, hole, ring, and core-shell with 100, 200, 600 nm thickness using PMMA and
TiO2 . Metacell with shapes other than pillar could not satisfy the range of -180 to 180 phase
degrees. Therefore, only 600 nm thickness of PMMA pillar and 200, 600 nm of thickness TiO2
pillar are fulfilled at the 8 phase level. This research chooses 600 nm thickness of PMMA pillar for
metasurface fabrication. It can accomplish the 8 phase level modulation with a 200 nm thick layer
using TiO2 material. But it requires at least one process of etching to use TiO2 material. In nano
or microfabrication, adding one step process increases the difficulty and time cost of fabrication
beyond just one step due to the unexpected error. That is why only the PMMA layer is determined
to realize the target metasurface pattern in this research. From this metacell design, we could
conclude the utilization of a circular pillar structure of 600 nm thickness for the metasurface.
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3.3.3.

Fabrication for 585 nm Thickness Layer

As discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, the 600 nm thickness PMMA layer satisfied the 8 phase level modulation. The PMMA 495 A6 is spin-coated to target 600 nm and has a thickness of 585 nm, as
described in Sec. 3.3. This 585 nm thickness PMMA has also fulfilled the 8 phase level as shown
in Figure 3.12, whose graph is calculated using PlanOpSim. This section, similar to previous
fabrication experiments with 1420 thickness PMMA, finding optimal e-beam lithography conditions are conducted with sample circular patterns on 585 nm thickness PMMA. This was followed
by immersing the patterned wafer in de-ionized water (DI water) and isopropanol in proportion
3:7. [83–85, 92] The immersion time was calculated to be about 10.8 seconds in the assumption
that the data introduced in precedent research [83] are proportional of 10 seconds and 30 seconds
for 500 nm and 1000 nm thick layers, respectively. The wet wafer was dried gently using only an
N2 gas jet because the usual air compressor is so blustery that the PMMA structures would be bent
or blown away.
The number of radii of the sample circular pattern is set to 7, not 8. Although this 585 nm
of PMMA thickness can have 8 phase levels, only seven-phase levels are chosen by equidifferent
radius due to the difficulty of nano-fabrication and equidifferent phase modulation values. Figure 3.20 indicates that the diffraction efficiency depends on phase levels [91]. The diffraction
efficiency is increased drastically to 8 phase level, and the incline of increment starts to get gradually. It already has enough efficiency of about 97% from the 4 phase level, and there is not much
difference between 7 and 8 phase levels. This method of using equidifferent radii instead of the
equidifferent phase values is introduced in the precedence research that metasurface is composed
of silicon nanodisk with 7 phase level modulation [93]. Remarkably, they could achieve a highefficiency hologram even though the 7 phase modulation is discretized based on equidifferent radii
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of nanodisks, not equidifferent phases due to the difficulty of nano-fabrication. For the 7 phase
level modulation, the diameter of 80, 186, 250, 302, 358, 400, and 454 nm were selected, and a
sample pattern was drawn, as shown in Figure 3.28. The left 4 columns are arranged with 1 µm
spacing to observe the fabrication result and its repeatability. The pixel size of the target metasurface is 0.5 µm so that the right 2 columns are located with 0.5 µm spacing to observe the
fabrication result in this spacing.
In 1st and 2nd fabrication, the result of sample patterns was observed depending on the electron
and the proper electron dose condition was found. Based on these results, the multiple e-beam
lithography based on the pattern size and robust design was tested in 3rd fabrication. For the
4th fabrication, the parameters of center to center distance and line spacing at 16.05 nm with
300 magnification were set to find the fabrication result of the target metasurface without fracture
process. The fracture process is that the large pattern area is divided into small regions, and writing
those small area patterns is stitched together to make the entire pattern. This process was avoided
for this research work because of the complexity and backlash issues when the fracture process
is applied for the target pattern. In the 5th fabrication process, the beam current of the e-beam
lithography is increased to 1024 pA from 110 pA for the fabrication time cost.
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Figure 3.28: 7 Dot Sample Pattern for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Fabrication of 585 nm PMMA
Thickness
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1st Fabrication of Circular Pillar on 585 nm Thickness Layer
In 1st fabrication of sample circular pillar array on 585 PMMA thickness layer, the electron
doses of from 20 to 480 times were applied in e-beam lithography conditions as shown in Table 3.7
with 110 pA beam current.
The fabrication results of the sample pattern shown in Figure 3.28 in these conditions are shown
in Figure 3.29. The circular pillar structures of 80 nm diameter are not formed in conditions 1 and
2, as shown Figures 3.29a and 3.29b. In conditions 3 ∼ 13, the 80 nm diameter circular pillar
is generated. One of the remarkable aspects is that the circular pillars in 0.5 µm spacing are
connected and crumpled. These phenomena get worse by increasing the electron doses. Also, the
size of the circular pillar swells up when applying the increased electron doses. Table 3.8 shows
that the diameters of the fabricated structure are mounted as the electron dose level increases. From
the pattern (i) of condition 9 to pattern (m) of condition 13, the measurements could not suggest
the exact increasing diameter because the overdose affects the shape of the fabricated structure to
form a swelling pillar. With these fabrication results, the optimal e-beam lithography condition
was estimated to be between 40 and 80 times the electron doses, which are conditions 2 and 3 in
Figures 3.29b and 3.29c.
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Table 3.7: 585 nm thickness of Circular Pillar Pattern 1st Fabrication Conditions

Condition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Magnification

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

C to C distance (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line spacing (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line dose (nC/cm)

26

52

104

156

208

260

312

Time doses

20

40

80

120

160

200

240

Condition

8

9

10

11

12

13

Magnification

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

C to C distance (Å)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line spacing (Å)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line dose (nC/cm)

364

416

468

520

572

624

Time doses

280

320

360

4000

440

480
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Figure 3.29: SEM images of tilting 25 angles of the 1st fabrication of 585 nm PMMA thickness in (a) condition 1 ∼ (m) condition 13 of Table 3.7.
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Table 3.8: Comparison of diameter of 1st fabrication result of 585 nm thickness of Circular
Pillar Pattern (Unit: nm)

Condition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Dots 1 (454)

367.5

420.0

482.7

504.0

594.3

605.7

651.4

Dots 2 (400)

297.1

376.0

440.0

460.0

525.7

560.0

594.3

Dots 3 (358)

274.3

328.0

371.7

452.0

491.4

502.9

560.0

Dots 4 (302)

228.6

276.0

320.0

371.6

468.6

457.1

491.4

Dots 5 (250)

160.0

228.0

270.8

314.2

445.7

422.9

411.4

Dots 6 (186)

171.4

168.0

204.3

247.3

297.1

365.7

377.1

Dots 7 (80)

-

-

90.4

130.9

228.6

217.1

240

Condition

8

9

10

11

12

13

Dots 1 (454)

640.0

627.7

652.3

757.3

773.3

769.9

Dots 2 (400)

594.3

603.1

578.5

723.8

746.7

732.2

Dots 3 (358)

560.0

541.5

615.4

615.1

760.0

644.4

Dots 4 (302)

537.1

529.2

516.9

571.1

680.0

598.3

Dots 5 (250)

457.1

430.8

480.0

518.8

733.3

552.3

Dots 6 (186)

400.0

418.5

418.5

497.9

640.0

481.2

Dots 7 (80)

274.3

246.2

258.5

347.3

413.3

389.1
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2nd Fabrication of Circular Pillar on 585 nm Thickness Layer
From the results of the 1st fabrication of the 585 nm thickness PMMA layer, the optimal dose
level is narrowed to between 40 and 80 times level. The 2nd fabrication is progressed in this band
of the electron dose to find the optimal electron doses level from 45 to 80 times with 5 steps, as
shown in Table 3.9. The other parameters such as magnification, center to center distance, and
line spacing are the same as 1st fabrication, which is 19.26 nm. The SEM images of the fabricated nanostructures are shown in Figure 3.30 and the analysis of the results shown in Table 3.10,
Figure 3.31, Table 3.11, and Figure 3.32.
Table 3.10 describes the comparison of the target diameter and the fabricated circular pillar
to find the difference. Figure 3.31 is the plotted graph with the x-axis designed diameter and yaxis fabricated diameter. The ideal fabrication result can be shown in the graph as a line with a
slope of 1 and an intercept of 0. With this in mind, the degree of the optimal condition of e-beam
lithography can be assessed based on the RMSE of the measurements with respect to the ideal
line. Under the 75 times of the electron doses level, the minimum size of 80 nm diameter of the
circular pillar was not fabricated or bent. These are not included for the RMSE calculation. This
analysis method is inspired by Sec. 2.3 which introduced the metric to assess the quality of the
measured data. [94] The calculated RMSE from Figure 3.31 is indicated in Table 3.11 and plotted
in Figure 3.32. These methods could determine the optimal e-beam lithography condition with 65
nC/cm of line dose with the lowest RMSE for 585 nm PMMA thickness.
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Table 3.9: 585 nm thickness of Circular Pillar Pattern 2nd Fabrication Conditions

Condition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Magnification

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

6000

C to C distance (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line spacing (nm)

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

19.26

Line dose (nC/cm)

58.5

65

71.5

78

84.5

91

97.5

104

Time doses

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

Table 3.10: Comparison of diameter of 2nd fabrication result of 585 nm thickness of Circular
Pillar Pattern (Unit: nm)

Condition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Dots 1 (454)

427.9

448.5

447.3

461.4

463.1

457.4

471.5

480.0

Dots 2 (400)

374.6

401.2

394.0

408

415.8

414.7

417.0

423.1

Dots 3 (358)

338.2

356.4

352.7

362.7

380.6

380.0

392.7

384.2

Dots 4 (302)

288.0

288.0

311.6

314.0

324.9

328.5

339.4

329.7

Dots 5 (250)

246.9

237.7

260.6

257.0

266.7

278.8

286.9

291.0

Dots 6 (186)

180.6

188.6

201.2

208.5

210.9

213.3

222.9

226.7

Dots 7 (80)

-

-

-

-

-

102.8

101.9

104.3

Table 3.11: RMSE vs. Dose in 2nd Fabrication of 585 nm PMMA thickness

Time doses

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

Line dose (nC/cm)

58.5

65

71.5

78

84.5

91

97.5

104

RMSE (nm)

19.79

8.81

10.43

12.94

21.27

24.43

34.41

34.62
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Figure 3.30: SEM images of tilting 25 angles of the 2nd fabrication of 585 nm PMMA thickness in (a) condition 1 ∼ (h) condition 8 of Table 3.9.
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Figure 3.31: The analysis graphs of (a) condition 1 ∼ (h) condition 8 in 2nd fabrication on
585 nm PMMA thickness.
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Figure 3.32: The RMSE vs. Line Doses graph as Table 3.11.
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3rd Fabrication of Circular Pillar on 585 nm Thickness Layer
Based on the results of the 2nd fabrication of the 585 nm thickness PMMA layer, the robust
design for fabrication is applied by mixing the electron doses and adjusting the target diameter.
Four experiments in each condition of the robust design (see Table 3.12) were performed.
In the robust designs 1 and 2, the electron doses of 50 and 45 times level were applied for the
Dots 1 ∼ 6 and 75 times level used for the Dot 7, and the target size was resized. For the robust
designs 3 and 4, the pattern size adjusting robust design was conducted based on results of 70 and
73 times the level of the electron doses in Sec. 3.3.3.
The fabrication results taken by SEM are shown in Figure 3.33, the RMSE analysis metric is
presented in Figure 3.34, and the RMSE results are in Table 3.13. One of the notable observation
results is that the Dots 7 of the target diameter 80 nm is not fabricated in all of these experiments.
Because the 80 nm of target diameter is resized to 56 or 58 nm diameter for robust design, the
electron doses may not be enough to shape the pillar by the illuminated area getting decreased.
The robust design 3, which applied only robust design by adjustment of pattern size, has the
lowest RMSE, meaning that it can fabricate the nano-cylindrical pillar structure with PMMA close
to what we desired. Although Dot 7, which has 90 degrees of phase modulation, is not shaped
in this fabrication condition, it can be replaced with a zero-radius pillar, meaning no structure
metacell, which has a 95 phase degree. Even if it has a difference of 5 phase degrees, it is acceptable
and advantageous when considering fabrication difficulty. The 7 phase level metacell was decided
to use for fabrication of the target metasurface for nano-illumination of the lidar gradient and the
low beam pattern.
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Table 3.12: 3rd Fabrication with the Robust Design

Target

Robust design 1

Robust design 2

Robust design 3

Robust design 4

(×50 electron dose)

(×45 electron dose)

(×70 electron dose)

(×73 electron dose)

Dots 1 (454)

460

480

450

436

Dots 2 (400)

400

426

386

384

Dots 3 (358)

358

378

338

322

Dots 4 (302)

316

316

276

264

Dots 5 (250)

262

254

222

214

Dots 6 (186)

184

192

160

250

58

56

Dots 7 (80)

56 (×75 electron dose)
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Figure 3.33: SEM images of tilting 25 angles of the 3rd fabrication of 585 nm PMMA thickness of (a) the robust design 1, (b) the robust design 2, (c) the robust design 3, and (d) the
robust design 4 of Table 3.12.
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Table 3.13: RMSE values by RMSE analysis metric in the 3rd Fabrication

Condition

1

2

3

4

RMSE

34.31

70.75

8.95

74.54

Figure 3.34: The analysis graphs of (a) condition 1, (b) condition 2, (c) condition 3, and (d)
condition 4 in the 3rd fabrication on 585 nm PMMA thickness.
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4th Fabrication of Circular Pillar on 585 nm Thickness Layer
Until previous fabrications for finding the optimal e-beam lithography conditions with sample
patterns, the set of 6000 magnification, 19.26 nm of center-to-center distance, and line spacing
were assigned. But for the fabrication of one whole metasurface pattern size of 250 µm × 250
µm, which is 500 pixels × 500 pixels, the magnification is restricted to 600. Generally, when
magnification is decreased, the resolution of the writing pattern using e-beam is reduced. It may
lead to distortion and defocus so that the quality of the writing degrades. [89] The center-to-center
distance and line spacing also changed so that not set to 19.26 nm.
The ‘Fracture mode pattern’ is the one way to apply the optimal condition introduced in the 3rd
fabrication. Fracture mode pattern processing fractures the large pattern to set the most significant
magnification for writing [89]. When simulating this mode to fabricate the metasurface, the fabrication cost time is overly increased. Only one fractured pattern takes about 14 hours. The field of
view of the fractured pattern has to be 25 µm for 6000 magnification. The number of the fractured
pattern should have 10 × 10 = 100, and it takes approximately 1400 hours, which means 58 days
or about two months for fabrication, and that is not technically possible.
The following fabrication experiments for finding the optimal e-beam lithography condition
progressed with 150, 300, and 600 magnification with various center-to-center distances and line
spacing. The center-to-center distance and line spacing parameters are determined as close as
possible to 19.26 nm, which was progressed in previous fabrication experiments as shown in Table 3.14, and the 91 nC/cm of the line dose was used for the electron dose that was found for the
optimal conditions. The SEM results are shown in Figure 3.35. As we expected, when a lower
magnification of 300 is applied, the fabrication results look that it is affected by the stigmatism of
the defocus (Figure 3.35b, c, and d). Also, it looks at overdoses in results of condition 4, which
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Table 3.14: The 4th Fabrication Condition for 585 nm Thcikness of Circular Pillar Pattern

Condition

1

2

3

4

Magnification

600

300

300

150

C to C distance (nm)

20.07

16.05

24.08

24.08

Line Spacing (nm)

20.07

16.05

24.08

24.08

is shown in Figure 3.35d. Otherwise, Figure 3.35a seems what we targeted structures. In 600
magnification settings, the e-beam lithography can be performed in 250 µm × 250 µm of the field
of view so that it can fabricate one metasurface with 500 pixels × 500 pixels. But similarly to the
issue of the fracture mode, it takes the time of about 15 hours for a single metasurface. The 5th
fabrication experiment was processed as described in the following section to solve the time cost
issue.
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Figure 3.35: SEM images of tilting 25 angles of the 4th fabrication of 585 nm PMMA thickness in (a) condition 1, (b) condition 2, (c) condition 3, and (d) condition 4 of Table 3.14.
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5th Fabrication of Circular Pillar on 585 nm Thickness Layer
Even though the optimal condition for e-beam lithography was found in previous experiments,
the fabrication of the metasurfaces for the targeted low beam pattern is challenging because of
the fabrication time cost issue. In this case, increasing the beam current can help to reduce the
fabrication time. The spot size of the e-beam depends on the magnitude of the beam current.
When the lowest beam current is applied, the smallest spot size works and vice versa. [89] Until
previous fabrication in Sec. 3.3.3, the 110 pA of beam current was applied. In this 5th fabrication,
the beam current is increased to about ten times, which is 1024 pA. The fabrication experiments
were conducted to prepare the e-beam lithography conditions with a sample pattern for a single
pattern of metasurface with 500 pixels.
The experiments in the eight conditions in Table 3.15 progressed with the sample pattern shown
in Figure 3.36. The sample pattern is for 7 phase level modulation, with a zero-radius circle instead
of an 80 nm diameter circle. The line doses 26.0 - 71.5 nC/cm which of 20 to 55 times level
were applied, and each fabrication results, are shown in Figure 3.37. In conditions 1 and 2 of
Figure 3.37a and b, the electron doses were not enough to fabricate, and the sample patterns were
not shaped. Condition 3 also is not proper for the fabrication, as shown in Figure 3.37c. Because
the 186 µm of diameter circular pillar was bent. Otherwise, all circular pillars were fabricated
in conditions 5 to 8. The fabricated circular pillars in condition 5 ∼ 8 were analyzed using the
RMSE metric as shown in Table 3.16 and Figure 3.38. As expected from the results shown in
Figure 3.37, conditions 5 and 6 have low RMSE, and high RMSE in conditions 7 and 8. The
electron dose’s overdoses make the circular pillar’s thicker diameter. Based on these RMSE metric
results, condition 6 is decided as the optimal e-beam lithography conditions with 1024 pA of beam
current.
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Table 3.15: The 5th Fabrication Condition for 585 nm Thickness of Circular Pillar Pattern
with 1024 pA of the Beam Current

Conditions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Line dose (nC/cm)

26.0

32.5

39.0

45.5

52.0

58.5

65.0

71.5

Times

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

Figure 3.36: 6 Dot Sample Pattern for 5th Fabrication of 585 nm PMMA Thickness
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Figure 3.37: SEM images of tilting 25 angles of the 5th fabrication of 585 nm PMMA thickness in (a) condition 1 ∼ (h) condition 8 of Table 3.15.
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Table 3.16: RMSE values by RMSE analysis metric in the 5th Fabrication

Condition

5

6

7

8

RMSE

17.03

16.77

86.06

114.6

Figure 3.38: The analysis graphs of (a) condition 5, (b) condition 6, (c) condition 7, and (d)
condition 8 in the 5th fabrication on 585 nm PMMA thickness.
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3.3.4.

Discussion

In this Sec 3.3, the fabrication of circular pillar structures which have a high aspect ratio with
PMMA were introduced. The PMMA 950 A7 and PMMA 495 A6 were spin-coated for the target
thickness of 1400 nm and 600 nm thickness on the wafer, and this layer had 1420 nm and 585
nm thickness. By fabrications with various conditions in two PMMA thicknesses, the PMMA,
which is originally used for a positive photoresist, can be utilized for a negative photoresist, and
the high aspect ratio structure is fabricated. Also, the influences on the fabrication from many
variables were observed, such as the beam current with the spot size, center to center distance, line
spacing, electron doses, and magnification. The fabrication experiments were conducted in various
conditions to fabricate and observe samples of metacell structures with 7 phase level degrees. The
conditions for fabrication are highly dependent on the thickness of the PMMA layer. To fabricate
a 585 nm thickness layer, the sample metacell fabrications were experimented with by setting the
electron dose as the main variable. The optimal electron dose was found by narrowing the range of
electron dose through experiments. By these fabrication experiments, the fabrication conditions 5
and 6 in the 5th fabrication condition of Sec. 3.3.3 are decided for optimal conditions to fabricate
because they have the lowest RMSE result in the suggested results metric.
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3.4.
3.4.1.

Design for Nano-Manufacturing
Phase Shift Method for Reducing Fabrication Error

It was initially discussed investigating the discretization of the continuous phase mask into
binary, 4, 8, and 16 levels to see how they will affect the resolution and quality of the generated
illumination pattern. The precedent research for the actual fabrication shows that comparison of
7-level and 8-level phase masks. [93] This precedent research introduces that fabrication errors
would be significant by dividing the phase space into eight separate phases without thinking about
the radii of the columns creating the phases. Instead, the phase level was divided based on the
radii difference so that the difference between each next radius is that there will be 7 phase levels
that can be robustly manufactured. Now, it can be considered that we can pick from both pools,
picking the best phases and best radii with the knowledge from manufactured benchmarks. One of
the recent results points toward a 7-level radii recipe that can enable robust phases manufacturing.
This result was obtained from a compensated design in which the target value of the design was
first manufactured and then measured to find the possible deviations in manufacturing. Then when
a shift was observed, the initial design was modified to compensate for the manufacturing shifts.
A new piece of work to help with improved design for manufacturing is that we thought that the
phase elements required for the phase mask might be more optimized by a calculated shift in the
original phase pattern. In this regard, the original phase pattern first is divided into the target seven
elements, and then we look into the contribution of each element in the phase mask. Once this is
known, we can calculate a weighted manufacturing error by simply calculating the total RMSE of
the combination of the errors:

q
T RMSE = Σ(wi × RMSEi )2

(3.1)
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Knowing the weights and RMSE of each phase element, shifting the phase to minimize the
TRMSE would result in an overall reduced manufacturing error and a more robust design. For
example, when a phase element consists of just air, it has a better error. Therefore, we shift the
phases such that the most weight falls on this particular phase element, resulting in minimizing the
manufacturing errors.
To show how this works, we need to show the original phase mask from the target pattern
found using the IFTA. Then, we show the weight of each phase element when it is converted to
7. Next, we calculate the weighted error using the manufacturing rounds and then shift the phase
to optimize for the lowest error. Ideally, the shift is such that the most weight is toward the air
element. Then recalculate the weighted error.
In the 5th fabrication condition of Sec. 3.3.3, fabrication conditions 5 and 6 have the lowest
RMSE result in the suggested metric. The following description discusses the reduction of fabrication error by applying the phase shift method in the fabrication conditions 5 and 6 with 1000 ×
1000 pixel number of phase masks based on ECE low beam pattern. In Table 3.17 and 3.39, the
TRMSE of the original (not phase-shifted) are 116.216 and 142.364 in each fabrication conditions
5 and 6. The TRMSE has to be considered in each condition. In other words, condition 5, which
has lower TRMSE, does not mean better fabrication quality than condition 6, which has higher
TRMSE. By phase shifting, the TRMSE is varied, and we can see that each TRMSE is minimized
after a four-phase step shift for condition 5 and one phase step shift for condition 6. These results
show that the fabrication error of nanostructure can be decreased 23.5% and 9.8% for each condition with this technique. We believe this method we suggested here can minimize manufacturing
errors.
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Table 3.17: The TRMSEs in conditions 5 and 6

TRMSE in Condition 5

TRMSE in Condition 6

Original

126.9

143.0

1 Step Phase Shift

123.4

129.0

2 Step Phase Shift

115.1

141.9

3 Step Phase Shift

101.4

160.8

4 Step Phase Shift

97.1

177.8

5 Step Phase Shift

114.2

183.0

6 Step Phase Shift

125.0

168.4
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Figure 3.39: TRMSE in (a) Fabrication Condition 5, and (b) Fabrication Condition 6 of
Sec. 3.3.3
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4.

CONCLUSIONS WITH SAMPLE METASURFACES

4.1.

Summary

In this study, the compact imaging lidar system with homography was discussed, and the metasurface for nano-illumination was suggested. The proposed imaging lidar system based on image
processing was tested with experiments to compare the ideal and the calculated distance, and it
showed an average error of 1.4 ± 0.8 %. Also, a new metric of APE is suggested for error analysis. It is expected that this metric can be used in the ranging system and the analysis between the
ideal (target) and actual (experimental) values. It was utilized to examine the fabrication quality in
Sec. 3.3.3. We believe this proposed lidar system and metric inspire new techniques and methods
in industry and research.
Next, the metasurface for illumination of the diffraction pattern was discussed to design the
customized diffraction pattern for lidar application and lighting. The general design flow of metasurface is: i) Phase mask generation using IFTA, ii) Metacell (Meta-atom) modeling with FDTD
simulation for calculation of phase modulation, and iii) GDSII layout conversion for typical ebeam lithography system are also described. The high aspect ratio fabrication was conducted with
PMMA. It was confirmed that the PMMA could be used for a negative photoresist when applied in
high electron doses (even though it is an initially positive photoresist). The appropriate parameters
such as beam current with the spot size, center to center distance, line spacing, electron doses,
and magnification were investigated with various lithography conditions. The assessment of fabricated sample patterns was conducted using the RMSE method as described previously. Based
on the RMSE metric, the optimal e-beam lithography condition were conditions 5 and 6 in the
5th fabrication condition for 585 nm thickness PMMA layer. Additionally, the phase shift method
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was proposed for reducing fabrication error. We believe this method can decrease the error in
nano-manufacturing for metasurface.

4.2.

Sample Metasurface Fabrication

The sample metasurfaces were fabricated in Materials Processing Lab (BL112) of Rose-Hulman
Institue of Technology and Minnesota Nano Center. For sample fabrication, the ECE low beam
pattern phase mask of 500 pixels × 500 pixels was used to fabricate 250 µm × 250 µm. Four
samples were generated with e-beam lithography.
In the first sample fabricated with JEOL JSM-F-100 as shown in Figure 4.1, the nanostructures
were clustered and looked stained. It was suspected the fabricated circular pillar was covered with
shadows of clusters of pillars. Also, the fabrication is not captured well by SEM in the case of high
dense nanostructures, unlike sample dots patterns because the material is PMMA. That is why the
circular pillar shape was observed faintly in the clustered areas. The reason for the cluster and
not the shaping of the target structure is that the size of the metacell is 500 nm × 500 nm, so this
spacing is close, and the illuminated electron beams affect near metacell structures.
The metasurface fabricated in the Minnesota Nano Center were composed of ma-N-2403 so
they could be observed clearly, as shown in Figure 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. The metacell of circular pillars
were fabricated well, but bent or squashed nanostructures were also found. Notably, the fabricated
7 phase level circular structures were observed shown in Figure 4.7. These fabrication results can
suggest i) high aspect ratio nanostructures fabrication in high density and ii) metasurface fabrication using only photoresist. A typical metasurface are composed of a metallic or dielectric layer,
and the photoresist is used as a mask or sacrificial layer for the etching or the lift-off process. By
using only photoresist for the metasurface material structure, the fabrication difficulty is decreased
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because the etching or lift-off process includes parameters that affect nanostructure.
Although metasurfaces could not be fabricated as targeted, the production of metacells in this
study will contribute sufficiently to production for lighting applications.

Figure 4.1: JEOL JSM-F100, E-Beam Lithography and SEM system
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Figure 4.2: The fabricated Metasurface Sample 1 in Materials Processing Lab (BL112)
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Figure 4.3: The fabricated Metasurface Samples 2, 3, and 4 on Wafer
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Figure 4.4: The fabricated Metasurface Sample 2 in Minnesota Nano Center
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Figure 4.5: The fabricated Metasurface Sample 3 in Minnesota Nano Center
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Figure 4.6: The fabricated Metasurface Sample 4 in Minnesota Nano Center
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Figure 4.7: The fabricated 7-phase level circular pillars
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4.3.

Future Work

The 250 µm × 250 µm metasurface pattern was fabricated using e-beam lithography. Firstly,
utilizing dots patterns to fabricate cylindrical pillars with suitable conditions instead of circle patterns can be used to obtain the desired metasurface. Another advantage is that the fabrication cost
time can be decreased.
Next, in the suggested phase shift method as discussed in Sec. 3.4.1, if the weight of the phase
element is not significant, the fabrication error can be reduced by taking out the phase element. As
shown in Fig. 3.20, even if one or two-phase level were lowered, the diffraction efficiency would
stay high quality. By lessening the phase level, it is expected that the difficulty of fabrication would
be decreased in exchange for an increase in the diffraction efficiency.
Also, the substitution of a 2 × 2 period arrangement of metacell in one metacell can be introduced [93]. In other words, a pixel of phase mask is expressed by four nanodisks arranged 2
× 2. The coupling effect usually occurs between different neighboring nanodisks, and it affects
the optimized design as random noise. This arrangement method reduces the random phase noise
compared to the typical 1 × 1 metasurface by decreasing the coupling effect and the fabrication
defect.
There are two considerations for the illumination. The first is zero-order diffraction. The fabrication error of the metasurface and the DOE drives the unwanted zero-order intensity [95, 96]. This
zero-order diffraction is the loss of the efficiency of the illumination so that it should be removed.
Plus, for the white laser, the polychromatic have to be considered. The white laser is composed of
red, green, and blue lasers. The chromatic aberration will occur because of diffraction.
Additionally, metasurface can be fabricated using the nanoimprint lithography (NIL) process
for large-scale manufacturing and instead of the e-beam lithography to save time [97]. There is
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precedent research to introduce metasurface fabrication with NIL [98–101]. With this process,
there is an expectation that the commercialization of metasurface for nano-illumination can be
delivered in the future.
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APPENDIX A - Python Code for the Imaging Lidar

1

# Written by Sehyeon Kim

2

# Last modified : 2021 -07 -08

3

4

# # Video Setting ##

5

fourcc = cv2 . V id eo Wr it er _f ou rc c (* ’ MJPG ’)

6

writer = cv2 . VideoWriter ( ’ Video . avi ’ , fourcc , 30 , (640 , 480) )

7

8

cap = cv2 . VideoCapture ()

9

cap . open (1 + cv2 . CAP_DSHOW )

10

cap . set ( cv2 . CAP_PROP_FOURCC , fourcc )

11

cap . set ( cv2 . CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH , 640) # Width 1920

12

cap . set ( cv2 . CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT , 480) # Width 1920

13

14

Ref_Origin = cv2 . imread ( " Reference_Image . jpg " )

15

Ref_Pat = pattern_2 ( Ref_Origin )

16

17

while True :

18

ret , frame = cap . read ()

19

result = mainprocess ( frame , Ref_Pat )

20

writer . write ( result ) # Capture contour movie

21

if ( cv2 . waitKey (1) == ord ( " q " ) ) :

22

break

23

24

25

def mainprocess ( obj , ref ) :
Ext = cv2 . subtract ( obj , ref )
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26

Ext = cv2 . cvtColor ( Ext , cv2 . COLOR_BGR2GRAY )

27

cv2 . imshow ( ’ gray ’ , Ext )

28

29

# # Make binary ##

30

Ext_bin = getThreshold ( Ext )

31

cv2 . imshow ( ’ bin ’ , Ext_bin )

32

cv2 . imwrite ( " Ext_bin . jpg " , Ext_bin )

33

34

# # Removing Noise ##

35

Ext_Enhanced = getRemovingNoise ( Ext_bin )

36

cv2 . imshow ( " Removed noise extraction " , Ext_Enhanced )

37

cv2 . imwrite ( " Removed noise extraction . jpg " , Ext_Enhanced )

38

39

# # Contours and Distance Calculation ##

40

Copy_img = obj . copy ()

41

getContours ( Ext_Enhanced , Copy_img )

42

43

cv2 . imshow ( " Detecting and Distance " , Copy_img )

44

cv2 . imwrite ( " Detecting and Distance . jpg " , Copy_img )

45

46

return Copy_img

47

48

cap . release ()

49

writer . release ()

50

cv2 . d estroy AllWin dows ()

51

52

# # Binary Method

53

def getLoggray ( img ) :
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54

img_gray = cv2 . cvtColor ( img , cv2 . COLOR_BGR2GRAY )

55

c = 255 / np . log (1 + np . max ( img_gray ) )

56

log_image = c * ( np . log ( img_gray + 1) )

57

log_image = np . array ( log_image , dtype = np . uint8 )

58

return log_image

59

60

def getLingray ( img ) :

61

img_gray = cv2 . cvtColor ( img , cv2 . COLOR_BGR2GRAY )

62

return img_gray

63

64

65

def getAdaptive ( img ) :
img_binary = cv2 . adapt iveThr eshold ( img , 255 , cv2 .
ADAPTIVE_THRESH_GAUSSIAN_C , cv2 . THRESH_BINARY_INV , 15 , 4)

66

return img_binary

67

68

def getThreshold ( img ) :

69

ret , img_binary = cv2 . threshold ( img , 150 , 255 , cv2 . THRESH_BINARY )

70

return img_binary

71

72

def getSplit ( img ) :

73

img_b , img_g , img_r = cv2 . split ( img )

74

return img_g

75

76

# # Noise Removing Main ##

77

def getRemovingNoise ( image ) :

78

image = getDilation ( image )

79

image = getClosing ( image )

80

return image
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81

82

# # Morphology Method for Removing Noise

83

def getDilation ( image ) :

84

dilation = cv2 . morphologyEx ( image , cv2 . MORPH_DILATE , np . ones ((5 , 5) ,
np . uint8 ) , iterations =1)

85

return dilation

86

87

88

def getErosion ( image ) :
erosion = cv2 . morphologyEx ( image , cv2 . MORPH_ERODE , np . ones ((2 , 2) , np .
uint8 ) , iterations =1)

89

return erosion

90

91

92

def getOpening ( image ) :
opening = cv2 . morphologyEx ( image , cv2 . MORPH_OPEN , np . ones ((4 , 4) , np .
uint8 ) , iterations =1)

93

return opening

94

95

96

def getClosing ( image ) :
closing = cv2 . morphologyEx ( image , cv2 . MORPH_CLOSE , np . ones ((5 , 5) , np .
uint8 ) , iterations =1)

97

return closing

98

99

100

def getContours ( img , imgContour ) :
contours , hierachy = cv2 . findContours ( img , cv2 . RETR_EXTERNAL , cv2 .
C HA I N _ AP P R OX _ S IM P L E )

101

for cnt in contours :

102

area = cv2 . contourArea ( cnt )

103

if area > 500:
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104

# Bounding Box

105

x , y , w , h = cv2 . boundingRect ( cnt )

106

cv2 . rectangle ( imgContour , (x , y ) , ( x + w , y + h ) , (0 , 255 , 0) ,
2)

107

x_m = x + w /2

108

y_m = y + h

109

coordinate = getCoordinate ( x_m , y_m )

110

distance = getDistance ( coordinate [0] , coordinate [1])

111

112

cv2 . putText ( imgContour , " Distance : " + str ( distance ) + " ( cm ) " ,
( x - 20 , y - 10) ,
cv2 . FONT_HERSHEY_COMPLEX , .6 , (0 , 255 , 0) , 1)

113

114

cv2 . putText ( imgContour , " Coordinate : " + str ( coordinate ) + " (
cm ) " , ( x - 20 , y - 30) ,
cv2 . FONT_HERSHEY_COMPLEX , .6 , (0 , 255 , 0) , 1)
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116

print ( coordinate )

117

with open ( " Test_data . txt " , " a " ) as f :

118

f . write ( str ( coordinate [0]) + " ," + str ( coordinate [1]) + " \
n")

119

120

def getDistance ( X_point , Y_point ) :

121

distance = ( X_point ** 2 + Y_point ** 2) ** 0.5

122

round_distance = round ( distance , 2)

123

return round_distance

124

125

def getCoordinate (x , y ) :

126

inv_C , H = getHomography ()

127

Pixel = np . array ([ x , y , 1])

122

128

Norm_Pixel = np . dot ( inv_C , Pixel )

129

Real_Point = np . dot (H , Norm_Pixel )

130

Scale_factor = Real_Point [2]

131

Scal ed_Rea l_Poi nt = Real_Point / Scale_factor

132

X_point = round ( S caled_ Real_P oint [0] , 2)

133

Y_point = round ( S caled_ Real_P oint [1] , 2)

134

Real_Point = np . array ([ X_point , Y_point ])

135

return Real_Point

136

137

def getHomography () :

138

# Camera Calibration data

139

# Logitech Calibration

140

fx = 633.262394

141

fy = 633.262394

142

cx = 320

143

cy = 240

144

C = np . array ([ fx , 0 , cx , 0 , fy , cy , 0 , 0 , 1]) . reshape (3 , 3)

145

inv_C = np . linalg . inv ( C )

146

147

# Homography 3 MP

148

H = np . array ([ -1.11286344 e -03 , -4.36304268 e -05 , -2.62329864 e -01 ,
-1.66108118 e -04 , -8.71510241 e -04 , -1.61548862 e +02 , -2.92446490 e -06 ,
-1.26731638 e -04 , 1]) . reshape (3 , 3)

149

150

# Homography Logitech

151

H = np . array ([34.61506975 , -3.93350118 , 0.24930263 , 10.98377618 ,
32.52150437 , 34.85777051 , 0.27159162 , 5.9163338 , 1]) . reshape (3 , 3)

152

return ( inv_C , H )
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APPENDIX B - MATLAB Code for the IFTA

1

# Author : Anand Vijayakumar , Shanti Bhattacharya

2

# Original data : SPIE PRESS BOOK 2017 , https :// doi . org / 10 .11 17 /3 .2 26 14 61

3

4

# Modified by Sehyeon Kim

5

# Last modified : 2021 -06 -29

6

7

% % Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithm %

8

clear ; % Clear all memory

9

% Loading the target image

10

N =500; % Matrix size

11

target = rgb2gray ( imread ( ’ pic / Target_Pattern . jpg ’) ) ; % Read image from
file

12

figure

13

imshow ( target )

14

m = size ( target ,1) ; % Size of the image

15

scale = N / m ; % Estimate the necessary scaling factor

16

target = imresize ( target , scale ) ; % Resize image to the matrix

17

% size

18

target = double ( target ) ; % Convert symbolic object to a numeric

19

% Object

20

target = target ./( max ( max ( target ) ) ) ; % Normalize matrix

21

% Defining DOE phase

22

DOE = 2* pi * rand (N , N ) ; % Generate a N x N matrix

23

% between 0 and 2 pi

24

s = 100;
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25

% IFTA algorithm

26

for t = 1: s % Iterate to calculate the phase value
DOEphase = exp (1 i * DOE ) ;

27

28

% Forward iteration

29

iterf = fftshift ( fft2 ( fftshift ( DOEphase ) ) ) ;

30

intf = abs ( iterf ) ;

31

angf = angle ( iterf ) ;

32

A = target .* exp (1 i * angf ) ;

33

% Backward iteration

34

iterb = fftshift ( ifft2 ( fftshift ( A ) ) ) ;

35

angb = angle ( iterb ) ;

36

DOE = angb ;

37

error = target - intf ./ max ( max ( intf ) ) ; % Calculate error

38

E = sum ( sum ( abs ( error ) ) ) /( N * N ) ;

39

fileID = fopen ( ’ pic / Error_Raw_Data . txt ’ , ’a ’) ; % Make text file for

40

error raw data
41

formatSpec = ’% d % f \ n ’;

42

fprintf ( fileID , formatSpec , t , error ) ;

43

fclose ( fileID ) ; %

44

if E < 0.05

45

46

iteration = t ;

47

break

48

end

49

[t/s E]

50

51

end
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52

% DOE amplitude ( x ) and matrix size ( N )

53

E = fftshift ( fft2 ( DOE ) ) ; % fftshift is used to re - order the terms in

54

% their natural order

55

IN =( abs ( E ) /( N * N ) ) .*( abs ( E ) /( N * N ) ) ; % Calculating intensity

56

x = angle ( DOE ) ;

57

figure (1)

58

colormap ( gray ) ; % colormap ( gray ) is used to display grayscale

59

axis square

60

% image

61

imagesc ( x ) ; % imagesc is used to display a high constrast

62

% image

63

figure (2)

64

colormap ( gray ) ;

65

axis square

66

imagesc ( IN ) ;

67

68

imwrite ( mat2gray ( x ) , ’ pic / Phase_Mask . jpg ’)

